Define Yourself in a Digital World

Whether you are planning to specialize in computers, or just simply want to set yourself apart from the crowd, there is one certification that stands above the rest.

The Internet and Computing Core Certification (IC³) provides both students and job seekers with the foundation of knowledge needed to succeed in environments that require the use of computers and the Internet. The Global Standard 4 is an internationally recognized standard for digital literacy and reflects the most relevant skills for school and business today.

In an increasingly digital world, where virtually every field and function is impacted by computers, IC³ certification can help you refine your knowledge in the most important and valuable areas. In addition, IC³ helps define a student’s proficiency and marketable skills as they enter the workforce.

Benefits of IC³ Certification:

- Validate your Internet and computing skills
- Highlight your unique talents
- Demonstrate your qualification in emerging fields

(Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics)
VALUABLE CREDENTIAL
IC³ provides students with a globally recognized and highly valuable credential to use in their academic and professional pursuits.

“IC³ is the first stepping stone into the certification path. It is a foundation tool for measuring proficiency in the latest key technologies for work and life.”

Hayley Smith
S&G Training LTD

It’s a Difference Employers Can See Instantly.
With IC³ Certification, you are instantly recognized as someone with the critical entry-level skills needed to use the latest computer and Internet technology effectively to achieve business objectives, expand productivity, improve profitability, and provide a competitive edge. You also get instant access to your Certiport Authenticated Digital Transcript. This first-of-its-kind service lets you access your exam and certification status easily, and enables you to share this verified information with potential schools, employers, and staffing agencies.

IC³ Certification Exams

Living Online
Covers skills for working in an Internet or networked environment.

Key Applications
Covers popular word processing, spreadsheet and presentation applications and the common features of all applications.

Computing Fundamentals
Covers a foundational understanding of computing.

Make IC³ Part of Your Vision for Success.
Based on extensive research, IC³ certification reflects the foundation skills needed to excel in virtually all career fields and academic pursuits requiring computer and Internet applications.

Learn more about IC³ Certification. Visit www.certiport.com/IC³ or call today at 1-800-488-9371